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THE EDITOR

REVIEW

VELVET ASSASSIN
Velvet Assassin lets you take control of British
spy Violette Summer, tasked to disrupt Axis
operations and assassinate high ranking
officers; utilising your wits, cunning and
liberal use of the shadows to take down the
German forces swiftly, silently. On paper, this
sounds like a very intriguing title while in
theory, however, it falls short of the mark.
The story of this title is loosely based on the real
life actions of one Violette Reine Elizabeth Bushell
Szabo, a SOE (Special Operations Executive)
operative between the years of 1944 and 1945
where she was sadly captured then executed
by German forces. The beginning of the game
you’re introduced to Violette laying wounded
and unconscious in what appears to be a hospital
bed. You’re then transported back to one of her
missions which acts as an introduction to the
game mechanics with Violette narrating the
flashback. This resembles how Hitman: Blood
Money started off, by this I mean where the
protagonist ‘re-lives’ past missions before the time
line caught up with current events in the game.
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As you progress through this tutorial level you’ll
become adept at using the shadows as your main
ally, learning patience as you study enemy patrol
paths before finally striking swiftly to eliminate
your foe, all set on a gorgeous sunset drenched
backdrop in some German outpost up in the
hills. The stealth mechanic is remarkably simple,
when you’re hidden from view in the shadows
you will emit a soft purple glow around your
character as well as around part of your HUD,
when you’re visible there’s no glow, essentially
it’s taken a step back to basics in terms of
stealth games and works surprisingly well.
As beautiful as the locales and the protagonist
may be, the game constantly reminds you that
you’re in a war zone with its harrowing imagery of
tortured civilians, the sounds of gunfire followed
by screams while travelling through the ghetto’s,

coming across the letters of love and admiration
for the family of that German soldier you just killed
in a brutal animation, all designed to play on your
own senses as you progress through the game.
It was during this first mission that I encountered
the flawed enemy AI, I had just dispatched one
patrolling guard in the area where I was tasked
to plant the explosives and I left the corpse in
plain open view to see what the other guards
would do. Well, as expected, they raised an
alarm while searching the immediate area.
‘Smashing’ I thought, ‘could the enemy actually
search out the level for myself if I leave a trail
of my deeds?’ Unfortunately the answer is no,
after a brief moment of frantic searching, the
guard just simply returned to the set path of
his patrol route like nothing had happened.
However if you are spotted in your tasks then
they have the alarming trait of homing in on you
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like a mouse to a piece of cheese. Also, if you are
shot at then expect to die very quickly as one
or two hits will finish the job off, depending on
how well armed the enemy you encounter is
but not all is lost in the form of the game’s ‘oh
s**t’ button - also known as morphine mode.
When morphine is applied the game world
essentially freezes, Violette is switched from her
current state to a more informal appearance as
you run about for a very limited amount of time
in her night dress. This allows you to progress
tricky areas or let you escape from a horde

of German soldiers who you have alerted.
Now not everything is all cloak and dagger action,
there will be moments in the game where you
stumble across a conveniently placed shotgun or
rifle indicating that you’ll have no other option
but to shoot your way out of trouble. It does its
job in breaking up the stealth element but when
it’s solely your course of action at the end of the
game it feels like the developers ran out of ideas
on how to give the game some closure - the scene
itself is disturbing enough with a German unit just
torching a village to the ground in retaliation for
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your actions while you try to liberate what little
survivors there are, armed with an assault rifle and
more ammo than your typical Call of Duty player,
but it just felt out of place in a game where you
primarily used the shadows to strike from and
unfortunately it left a bitter aftertaste in my mouth
after the hours of enjoyment the earlier levels gave.
The control system of the game is very easy to get
to grasps with so it wont take the average player
long before they are removing German obstacles
in their path, while the musical score of the game
does a very good job at adding to the already
tense atmosphere of the game. Graphically the
game does it’s job well, all the animations are
smooth and flawless while the artwork is detailed
and representative of the wartime period.
So in conclusion, Velvet Assassin starts off well
indeed, providing tense atmospheric moments
while sneaking around German outposts - but is
then let down by the inclusion of action sections
where all previous skills learned in the art of
silent kills are thrown out the window. Add into
the equation the questionable AI of the soldiers
and you will find that it’s very easy to like this
game while loathing it at the same time.
Ideally, if you have the patience of a saint
and are into stealth games then by
all means pick this title up, however
action junkies need not apply.
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GUITAR HERO: METALLICA

It is Sad But True that Guitar Hero: World
Tour was let down by a lacklustre set list. As
much as I want to forget about it, The Memory
Remains and in all honesty I was worried
when Metallica was announced. This was One
game which needed to be done well as the
Guitar Hero series needs a quick cash-in game
the same way this paragraph needs another
laboured Metallica pun. Put simply, Guitar Hero:
Metallica isn’t quite the Hero of the Day but
at times it can feel like you are Pulling Teeth.
Guitar Hero: Metallica has managed to remind
me why I liked the franchise to begin with.
Rock and metal music combined with the
feeling of mastering an instrument without

spending hours of hard work practicing was an
inspired combination. However, World Tour’s
diversification combined with a selection of
boring songs left me rather disappointed.
This latest instalment on the other hand had me
wearing a sweatband with good reason while
occasionally yelling out things like “Rock!” and
raising a hand in the metal horns. Typically, this
inevitable rock stardom didn’t go beyond the
living room and soon embarrassment followed
when a concerned neighbour asked if I was alright.
Any game which elicits worried responses from
local residents must be doing something right.
This seemingly unrelated preamble has a purpose
Guitar Hero: Metallica is going back to the series’
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roots by catering for a specific audience. In my
opinion this is a great move by allowing time to
concentrate on the strengths and weaknesses
of the franchise. Whereas the previous solofocused title, Aerosmith was more miss than
hit, Metallica is backed up by a stronger band.
One of the world’s all time best-selling groups
with plenty of material, a huge fan-base and
true status as “Guitar Heroes” couldn’t go wrong
when combined with the Guitar Hero series.

outing. In order to play notes you hold down the
corresponding fret(s) whilst strumming as they
approach you on the screen. Hammer-ons and
pull-offs are also present, more evidently on the
higher difficulty levels. These notes don’t require
strumming, only the correct fret button to be
pushed as long as you keep hitting the notes. The
new translucent solo notes for the buttons on the
lower neck of the guitar return as well as playing
multiple chords whilst holding sustained ones.

As ever, the gameplay remains true to form
and features no real changes since its latest

The mechanics remain rigidly familiar but are
entirely dependent on having good songs to
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accompany them as well as good charting of
the music. The developers have done a fantastic
job here and playing through the set list is fun
and entertaining with the balance between
fun, challenge and sound being far more
thoughtful than World Tour. Expert difficulty is
now firmly back at Expert level and the game
is certainly challenging with a nicely worked
out progression curve. The inclusion of the
new “Expert +” mode is great for the hardcore
player and requires two pedals for double bass
sections. This is seriously difficult and as an
inexperienced drummer I found myself looking
more like a Cossack dancer than Lars Ulrich.
As ever the core appeal lies in how much you like

the set list. As both a Guitar Hero and Metallica
fan the track list kept me playing more or less
from start to finish. The Metallica tracks are well
chosen with virtually all the band’s biggest hits
present and the other artists songs are well
chosen to fit in with the theme. Inevitably there
are some mediocre songs including one from
Metallica’s 2003 Album “That Shall Not Be Named.”
Sound quality is excellent throughout with every
song being a master recording showing the
cover songs of old are now a thing of the past.
The game features a “story” in the loosest possible
sense with some nicely animated clips filling in
progression. For most of the game you play as
Metallica in a series of gigs, and the rest as a tribute
band which tours alongside them performing

Fancy your chances at Expert+ on drums?
You’re going to need an extra bass pedal...
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the other songs from the set list. Things move
along at a healthy pace with songs played
individually rather than in World Tour’s sets.
Graphically the game is starting to show its
age and very little appears to have changed in
the last 18 months. Admittedly you don’t need
ultra-realistic visuals to show coloured notes
moving along a line or people performing on
stage but a little touch-up for the powerful
consoles would have been nice. The digital
band members look disconcertingly familiar
but the stylized visuals make James’ beard look
like a stoat desperately clinging to his chin.

emphasise that this is a game for Metallica fans
and will likely not impress casual players.

The decision on whether to buy this boils down
to two factors, how much you like Metallica
and Guitar Hero. If you enjoy both and the set
listappeals then dust down your Master of Puppets
T-shirt and get playing. If you are a Metallica fan
then this is certainly a good place to experience
the series with a short but well made game. Guitar
Hero fans will have a difficult choice to make.
With only 48 songs and little scope for future
downloadable content this title is probably one
to miss for the casual player. If you are the sort of
Guitar Hero: Metallica’s minor changes to gameplay person to spend hours shredding away to post
mainly involve moving the star power metre,
your 100% fully complete run on the internet
current score and star rating into a nice compact
then go ahead. Metallica has been designed
area on the side of the fret. This has been long
with experienced players in mind so Expert will
overdue and whilst it works smoothly is hardly
provide some good challenges, although there
a revolution. Loading times in the PS3 version
isn’t a stand out song to cripple your left hand.
are also lengthy leaving you to stare at a skull
and a “witty quip” for far too long. The difficulty
Until the next Guitar Hero instalment is released,
curve is generally kept in check and this means
Nothing Else Matters, so in the meantime
that Metallica’s earliest and thrashiest works are
I’ll return to scaring my neighbours.
introduced later in the game. Extra variation in
each set would have been welcome and would
have spaced out Metallica’s best known material.
A good inclusion is a selection of bonuses
which take the form of facts about each
song, music videos, lyrics and more. These
are useful extras which are great for existing
fans and add something to help justify the
relatively limited song list. They do tend to
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UFC: UNDISPUTED 2009
The main goal of every fighting game is to
beat your opponent, but never before has it
been done in such style as in UFC Undisputed
2009. There are a multitude of different stances
and positions you can beat your opponent
from and it’s this diversity that makes it more
than a simple brawler where you just hit your
opponent in the head until he falls over.
UFC Undisputed 2009 is a UFC fans dream.
Over 100 UFC fighters using six primary
fighting styles, which are boxing, Brazilian jujitsu, kick boxing, judo, wrestling and Muay
Thai. These fighting styles are placed into two

categories; striking and grappling. Each fighter
has two specialities and the different styles of
fighters you will come up against mean you’re
constantly having to change your strategies.
The main bulk of the game takes place in the
Career mode, where you will create your very
own UFC fighter to take through the motions.
The create-a-fighter mode isn’t the most indepth I’ve ever seen, but there’s enough there
to do the job. There is a chance that your fighter
will look like someone else’s created fighter,
but there are enough different variations on
shorts and placement of sponsor badges/logos
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to always ensure your fighter looks unique.
Once you have your fighter’s appearance how
you want you have to pick one striking fighting
style and one grappling fighting style. After that
you distribute your initial stats into a wealth of
attributes such as strength, submissions offence/
defence, striking offence/defence, ground control,
ground defence... there really is a huge amount of
attributes to bulk up, thankfully they don’t all apply
to you. You only have to bulk up the ones you’re
interested in for example, if you want to create a
wrestler, you may concentrate all your points into
ground defence, offence and submission skills
with only enough striking ability to get you by.
Once you have your fighter ready, you pick a
coach from a choice of two then you’re off. One
of the first things you’ll notice - and Career modes
main problem - is the clunky interface. It is always
more hassle than it should be to arrange fights,
read emails, get to training and everything else.
It needs to be better organised. Once you’re into
your career, you’ll fight a rookie to see if you’re
worth taking a chance on (which you always

are) and then you’re off properly. You’ll get a
choice of three fighters each month, two you
can see and know what styles they have and one
mystery opponent who will be named at a later
date. The object is to fight your way to the title
of your chosen division and then win. After that
you try to make your fighter reach immortality
by being inducted into the Hall of Fame.
On your way through your fighter’s career you’ll
have to train him. This is done in between matches
by either sparring with a training partner, which
you will do yourself along with some hints from
your coach, or choosing something to train in
such as strength, speed or resilience. Each of
these is automatic. Whenever you do one of these
activities, or any of the games other activities, such
as photo shoots or promos, you will lose energy
which can be regained by resting for a week.
Two weeks rest and your fighter will be at 100%
again but you always have to keep an eye on the
calendar to make sure you’re in shape for the next
fight. If you aren’t in top condition you’ll start the
fight with maybe half an energy bar to show the
strain which is a massive problem when all it takes
is one lucky punch to make your fighter fall. This
can be a really worrying feeling if it’s a particularly
important match and you forgot to rest.
Outside of Career mode, your other choices are
exhibition matches where you can fight the
computer or a friend, sitting on the sofa or online,
where you can take a fighter you created or one of
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the stock fighters and pit them against each other,
or head into training or UFC classics matches.
UFC Classics; a good mode but can annoying. You
will be put in classic matches from UFC’s history
and have to end the fights the exact way they
happened in real life. This is a nice touch but it can
be tricky getting someone on the ground so you
can knock them out with a ground and pound
manoeuvre in the second round with less than
a minute remaining. However it’s an extremely
good feeling when you get it right and you’ll be
rewarded with a video of the fight for your efforts.
Another feature of the game is taking the fight
online. On PS3 there was some considerable lag
if, like me, you’re playing someone outside the
UK, which can be a problem in a game so reliant
on perfect timing for hits and reversals. If you get
a game against a fellow UK gamer though, it’s
a great experience fighting another human as
there was no lag and they’re totally unpredictable
with their moves and can sometimes lock you
into a submission and make you tap, when
you expected them to throw a punch.

One of the things you’ll notice is the game
certainly looks authentic. Whether it be a real
fighter or your created fighter, they all look
great, as do the officials, the Octagon itself
and the UFC Girls who you’ll see at the start
of every round. The only thing off about the
presentation is the crowd; it looks totally out of
place amidst the great character models of the
fighters. This will be ignored once the fight starts
however, so it’s not exactly a game breaker.
The sound is also better than was expected.
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Usually in games of this type the commentary
is always so forced sounding, but here it sounds
right for the most part. You’ll get little titbits of
information about the fighters in the ring but if
something interesting happens one of the two
announcers will jump in and excitedly call the
current action. After this they will continue where
they left off talking about the fighter. The games
soundtrack is the typical loud stuff you would
expect, booming Saliva’s – “Click Click Boom”
over the main menu screen. This all fits really well
with the games attitude and is well in place.
Everything about this game feels right; from the
fighters themselves, to having Mario Yamasaki
refereeing the matches, right down to Bruce
Buffer introducing Main Event matches. It’s
sure to keep you interested for a long time if
you’re a UFC fan. The problem is, if you’re not
a UFC fan, none of the things in this game that
feel right to a UFC fan, may not be appreciated
or mean as much to you. You’ll just want to
pick the biggest guy and start swinging your
fists. If this happens you will most likely lose,
especially on harder difficulties and online.
This is a shame as it really is a well made game, but
it’s clearly been made as one for UFC fans and that
may alienate potential fans who want to jump into
the deep end. They may not know the fighters,
the announcers, the moves or the rules. If you are
a fan of UFC or Mixed Martial Arts fighting then
this is definitely a game to pick up. However if you
are only looking for a game to bash in heads, you
may be getting more than you bargained for.
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FALLOUT 3: POINT LOOKOUT
Bethesda is a developer known for producing
downloadable content, extending the lifespan
of the studio’s already enormous games. Fallout
3’s first few packs were diverting and enjoyable
enough but it was Broken Steel, the third
expansion pack, which felt like an important
add-on. The latest pack, Point Lookout, is the
most complete and satisfying yet, though
it does come with some frustrations.
Fallout’s Capital Wasteland is a stunning postapocalyptic environment but on occasions you
find yourself yearning for a change from the dusty
wilderness. In a great move Point Lookout is set
in Maryland’s swampy and equally inhospitable
countryside giving this add-on a totally different
feel. After installing the content, you soon hear
word that a boat has docked in South Eastern
DC. Upon investigation you see a ferry manned

by a slightly mysterious individual who offers
transport to a rich and exciting new location.
After the short journey you arrive in Point Lookout
and are free to do as you please. This content
pack takes place in an open world map, separated
from The Capital Wasteland. The new area is
considerably smaller, but is a good size and fully
exploring it will take some time. Instead of having
to pursue a set quest line in the same manner as
the other expansions, you can tackle quests at your
own pace and set off into the wilderness when you
want to. With around 30 new locations to find and
investigate I was kept busy, especially as each is
carefully crafted and many add some new backstory to the game.Another pleasing option is the
ability to travel between DC and Point Lookout
at any time, meaning you aren’t stuck in one
place for the duration of the quests.
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The new environments are excellent, being
swampy with a lack of the radiation found
elsewhere. Buildings and homesteads are starting
to be reclaimed by nature and the expanses of
greenery provide a nice contrast to The Capital
Wasteland. The diversity on offer is great and there
are a few nice gameplay touches. Methane from
the swamps collects in certain areas and can be
ignited with explosive results during combat which
adds a further tactical element to the battles.
Combat is a necessity as it becomes immediately
obvious that the locals aren’t friendly. To reinforce
the atmosphere, most of your new enemies are
the demented “Swampfolk”. These hideous freaks
have undergone decades of inter-breeding and
mutation preventing any of them becoming
“America’s Next Top Model”. Worrying foreheads,
facial anomalies and
hideously

deformed arms mean getting close
is unpleasant especially when at the
receiving end of one of their axes.
Other new opponents include a distinct new
Mirelurk variant, Smugglers who don’t take kindly
to competition and an insane religious cult, The
Tribals, who play a large part in the main quest.
With a little exploration you stumble across a huge
mansion under attack by these spiritual maniacs
and are soon roped into investigating them. Whilst
the story is relatively short, there are some nice
interesting missions and you are forced to make
decisions which have a few unexpected
outcomes. With only a handful of
individual tasks it is very easy to rush
through to the end and I imagine
some might feel short changed.
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However, the missions feel part of the
environment. Instead of being a virtual reality
simulation or set of quests, this feels like a new
location. Searching through the undergrowth to
stumble across a group of Swampfolk standing
in a filthy and dishevelled children’s play area is
incredibly sinister, especially when there are dolls
thrust on spikes and skeletons hanging from
trees. Similarly, finding a half sunken research ship
with a sinister back-story is also a little chilling.
Everything is carefully designed and thankfully
there are several side quests. These are a highlight
with a brilliant and complex mission involving
Chinese agents really standing out. Whilst some
are a little brief and one merely consists of
“bring X amount of Y here” they fit in with the
atmosphere a lot better than some other side
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missions in the previous packs. Point Lookout’s
new weapons and items are also fun to use if
a little underwhelming in scale. The doublebarrelled shotgun packs serious damage and
makes short work of the bigger Swampfolk, but
is also a formidable weapon in their hands.
Yet, for all the great features of Point Lookout, I
encountered a large number of problems. The
frame rate dropped to almost unplayable levels
on a couple of occasions forcing me to quit and
reload a save. I also encountered a few bugs
where quests couldn’t be advanced and on
several infuriating occasions the entire game just
froze, usually at key moments. It must be very
difficult to iron out the problems in such a large
game but I was hoping for something smoother
and more complete. Hopefully a future patch
will remove these issues, but they seem to be
starting to become a trend as I experienced this
issue to a lesser degree in the other releases.
If you can ignore these technical problems then
Point Lookout is a great experience. Immersing
yourself in the new location is easy and there
is plenty to explore and investigate with some
satisfying new content thrown in. During my
time in the swamps I brewed Moonshine,
decapitated more insane hillbillies than I could
count and even ended up finding a horribly
mutated dancing bear. If that doesn’t sound even
remotely appealing, then it’s probably one to
avoid. For everyone else grab your lever-action
rifle and get shooting some inbred psychopaths.
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ARTICLE

VALUE FOR MONEY...
Gamers are a fickle bunch. One poor review
or complaint and suddenly the game that
we’ve waited years for isn’t quite as exciting
a prospect. The countless videos and
screenshots we’ve scrolled through, absorbing
in every ounce of the game before it’s even
released can all go out of the window should
we read something even slightly negative.
Don’t deny it. You know you’ve done it.
As a continuation of this, Valve recently
announced a sequel to the immensely popular
Left4Dead – the cleverly named Left4Dead 2.
GameOn had a chance to preview the game at
this year’s E3 and, it has to be said, was positive.
Unfortunately, the gamers turned. Many did not
appreciate the announcement of Left4Dead 2
and those that played for hours on this game
alone quickly became rabid and angry - the
internet equivalent of an angry mob. As such,
they did the best thing they could - they formed
a Steam group called Boycott L4D2 and urged
those who understood their plight to join and
take up arms against the evil Valve. It could be
likened to a cult, but then the Boomer sacrifices
could be a bit messy, so I’ll avoid that reference.

These ‘die-hard’ fans, the very ones Valve were
hoping to entice with their sequel, and so
quickly their numbers grew (as of writing: 34,324
members). These are the fans of the original;
fans devoted enough to the first that they
feel insulted by Valve and cry out in demand
for the promises that were never delivered.
Herein lays my point. It is, admittedly, rare that
a game should be announced so soon after
the original - but a simple announcement
and suddenly a gamers world falls apart.
None of these boycotters had played Left4Dead
2, none of them would listen. Once they heard
Left4Dead 2 all they heard after that were the
tormenting mockery of Valve - taunting them
with lack of updates. Many previews, including
our own, were positive - looking at L4D2 as a
sequel to one of last year’s most enjoyed and
most played games. So why were these fans so
annoyed? Did they not get their money’s worth?
Let’s face it, gaming is not a cheap hobby. As
many of you know, it’s expensive to keep up with
the many releases that turn up in stores each
week. It’s okay to admit you have a problem
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- admitting it is the first step to recovery. I
have a problem and, therefore, so too does
my bank account. But then I don’t whine and
boycott my favourite games developers.
Let’s say, for example, each of these fans bought
Left4Dead for thirty pounds. Naturally, ‘fans’ would
be required to enjoy the game a lot and, thus,
more than likely played thirty hours or more in
Left4Dead. That’s a pound-an-hour for value. I’d
say that’s reasonable? You’d pay eight pound to
watch a two-hour film (excluding popcorn), or
the same price for a forty-minute CD. Then you’d
pay ten pounds for a DVD of that same film you’ve
already paid eight pounds to see at the cinema. I
hope you see my point - gaming can, more often
than not, provide a much better VPH (Value-PerHour) than any other form of entertainment.
Taking this idea of VPH, looking at a random
selection of these so-called boycotters play
time provides some interesting results. There
are a vast group who haven’t been signed in for
a while, suggesting their Steam account was
created entirely for this bandwagon, but there
is also a vast selection of those who, at any one

time, will be playing Left4Dead. Okay, I know the
group is called Boycott L4D2 but, technicalities
aside, it seems a bit false. It is intended as a
stand against Valve, a power-to-the-people sort
of movement that is trying to bring crashing
down the corporations and bandwagoning that
goes on so frequently in the games industry
these days - except it’s more cowardly than
that. If you’re disheartened with a company,
insulted by their actions, well, surely it makes
sense to stop playing their games altogether?
Upset because the game you love so dearly isn’t
getting any updates? Stop playing it then!
Most important to note is many of these players’
stats. The beauty of the programs such as Steam
is that it tracks how often and for how long you’ve
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played many of the games currently installed.
Admittedly, there were a select few who didn’t
have Left4Dead in a list of their games - which
does seem a little strange. But what is significant
is that many of these ‘boycotters’ had an average
of two-hundred and fifty hours of play time, many
over and above three-hundred hours. I’m an RPGfanatic but even by my standards that’s impressive.
That’s a measly 0.10-0.15 on the VPH scale (taking
into account the initial thirty pound cost). I’m
sorry, but if you’ve played a game for that many
hours, I think a sequel is more than overdue.
This brings up a larger argument. In economic
climes such today’s, surely VPH is more

the value you’re getting when you buy a
game. If reviewers took on board the idea of
a game’s Value-per-Hour then it would aid
much more in a potential gamers purchase.

important than ever. When looking to spend
your money, you’ll want to choose something
that you’ll get that little bit more value from.

for a game (or any entertainment), you simply need
to play the game for as many hours as you initially
paid. A forty pound game bought on release would
have a hard time living up to the expectations of
the ever judgmental VPH-Scale then, especially
games such as the recent Ghostbusters game
which, by all accounts, is able to be completed in
around six hours - lacking any form of co-op or
multiplayer either. Thus this game has a VPH of 6.66
- which seems to be more than a little bit ironic.

Gaming seems ripe for this. Sure, the cinema
is an enjoyable experience, a day out (well,
not day, but you know what I mean) but I’m
sure there’s many who will agree with me
when I say it doesn’t rate very well on the VPH
scale. It’s 2.00 just for the film alone; add in
the exorbitant popcorn and drink prices and
you’re up to the dizzying heights of 6.00-8.00
on the VPH scale - and that’s for an individual.
VPH is a new science, I haven’t ironed out
its flaws, but it does do justice to advertise

As a few examples; an FPS may provide little in the
terms of a single player mode, but if half of your
time gaming is spent prestige-ing the value of
the game is going to greatly increase. A sandbox
game will give you hours upon hours searching
for that last damn collectable whilst an RPG will
have you aimlessly killing the same mythical
beasts over and over in the name of levelling.
So if you work with a 1.00 VPH being the best value

Therefore the price is also important into the
idea of a game’s value. Like I said previously, if
the idea of VPH was taken more universally in
reviews then you could justify your purchase
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knowing precisely how much content to
expect. Using the Ghostbusters example, if
it was critiqued that the VPH was 6.66 then a
potential buyer would know to either buy the
game when it’s cheaper (thus lowering the VPH)
or be prepared to get less for their money.
Naturally I use the Scale intended for games,
since it is harder to work towards other forms of
entertainment. With games, it is expected you
play through the game once - then tackling any
multiplayer mode afterwards. Besides being forced
to replay the game in search for achievements/
trophies, few games give you a reason to replay the
single player mode. Other forms of entertainment
- films, books, music - are intended for continual
re-use. Though it’s never mentioned, if you only
got one use out of a DVD, CD or book you would
feel rather let down - but then the VPH Scale
would need to be altered to represent this idea.
However, in a way, the same can be said of games.
You’re not expected to play through the single
player mode again, but unlocking a new difficulty
or just returning to a game you’ve previously
enjoyed would reduce the VPH of the game even
further. As such, The Scale should really only count

a single usage, if it is to incorporate all forms.
As I say, the flaws in the idea of VPH do need to
be solved - such as how does the addition of DLC
contribute to a game’s VPH? Should multiplayer
be included and how do you rate the length of
such an experience? Does a more enjoyable game
receive a boost to the VPH and should a buggy
pain-in-the-ass receive negative VPH points?
But then that would be relative to the user...
What am I rambling on about? Well, mostly the
value that games can provide for your money.
Also, that gamers should stop being pissant
and erratic. But mostly the value for money
thing. Also, if a gamer looks into the VPH of a
game before purchase, or at the VPH of a game
they’ve been playing before a sequel is due
to appear, a sensible decision can be made rather than aimlessly flaming a company/game
just because they don’t like the idea of it.
One final note - if you’re still adding to your
three-hundred hour total game time, please,
buy a new game. You may be surprised;
you might enjoy that one as well!

Adam Barnes.
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HEARTS OF IRON 3
At this year’s E3, GameOn had the chance to
take a look at the grand strategy game, Hearts
of Iron 3. Away from the sunshine of LA and the
excitement of the expo, GameOn takes a closer
look at the game to see how it’s shaping up.
Firstly, it is entirely possible to draw comparisons
between this and the popular Football Manager
series. A strange conclusion to construe, of
course, since one is taking the epic scale of
World War Two, whilst the other is about
managing a collection of footballers. That
said, the ideology behind both is similar.
Once you begin a new game you’ll be greeted
with a 2D map of the world. You have a choice
of many countries of the time, from the major
powers such as Britain, France, Germany and
Soviet Russia, or some of the smaller countries
such as Poland, Denmark - even Luxembourg.
This is one comparison to Football Manager,
where you can choose the behemoths such
as Manchester United or Arsenal, or opt for
some of the smaller little known clubs.
Just like this, choosing a larger, more powerful
country provides benefits such as more available
funds, but can also provide negatives such as
being unable to keep control of the regions of your
country due to civil unrest in wartime. A smaller
country would provide a harder challenge, and
anyone who’s played Football Manager will know
the fun in getting Dagenham and Redbridge
to win the UEFA Cup. It is this sensibility that
draws the enjoyment out of Hearts of Iron 3.
The world map is split up into continents, countries
and provinces within those countries. So detailed
this is, that each province (including ocean tiles)
is named, provided with strategic information
and even the weather and temperature of the
area. This is all for tactical decisions, where it
could make sense for your infantry to make a trek
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around a mountainous area rather than directly
over it. It also provides you with information
about how profitable a province could be for you
to take it over. Needless to say, at over fourteenthousand provinces, there’s quite a bit of detail
and thought to go through to play this game.
When you begin your game, you select a country
as well as a time period. You could begin at
1936, and work through the build up to World
War Two - constructing units, preparing your
defences and collecting enough funds to tide you
over. Alternatively, you could select a particular
point in the war, historically accurate with the
fighting powers and the situations they are in.
Taking Germany from the period it begins to
fall, rather than at the beginning of the war
would provide an entirely different strategy and
challenge. To combine this idea, at different
points in the gameplay and dependant on
the country you are playing, you are provided
with objectives to complete that, upon doing
so, will provide you with an extra bonus.
As an example, playing as Germany, if you
remilitarise the Rhineland you’ll receive a
boost to your country. It’s an interesting idea
that takes the historical nature of the game
and flaunts it. You may want to do something
else entirely, but the temptation of the boost
could mean you divert some of, or all, your
forces to claiming that objective. It tricks
you into reliving the war as it occurred.
As for the gameplay itself - there is just as
much detail put into this as anything. It’s an
overwhelming game to begin with the amount
of depth and detail put in that it will take more
than the tutorial section and a bunch of games
before you’re comfortable with every aspect.
The management of your troops is as simple as
selecting one or more and right-click on their
destination. Since it is real-time, a green
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arrow will appear that slowly fills as your units
make their way across the land (or sea). This,
naturally, will take a while since your units
move realistically and therefore can’t instantly
appear in the next province at a time. This
real-time is more ‘real’ than most RTS games,
and is noticeable when it takes upwards of a
hundred and twenty days to build a unit.
It’s refreshing to have this level of realism in a
game, though it may prove a little too much for
some players. Should you activate a plane or naval
brigade, rather than just moving, you’re offered an
option screen where you can determine the type
of mission they’re set to - such as specifying certain
targets such as airfields or basic ground attacks - as
well as detailing the range that their attacks will

involve. Every process of this game is options and
sliders, to give you the greatest depth of strategy.
The combat is played out behind the scenes,
based upon the stats of your units. It’s all based
upon chance and defensive ability, but the more
chances a particular unit has the more likely it is
to survive. As an example, an anti-tank infantry
unit will have more hard-attack chances than a
normal infantry unit, which aim at soft-attacks.
There are a number of stats affecting each
unit, which are benefited from your researched
technologies that provide a bonus to a certain
aspect. Each unit is useful for some reason, and
you’ll find yourself needing one as much as the
other due to its usefulness - such as the military
police which are generally weak units, but provide
a lot more benefits to a provinces moral - a must
for the larger countries like Soviet Russia.
Once your units engage the enemy, they will
become embroiled in a battle - the progress of
which is displayed in the unit’s information bar.
After the battle is complete, you are informed
of the victory and the losses on either side. The
same is the case of any bombing runs that are
carried out on your units or vice versa. None of
the action is played out for you, but considering
the scale of this game that is hardly surprising.
Leaving the game unpaused for a brief while will
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provide you with a series of pop-ups to let you
know how you are faring on a number of battles.
To manage your country, there are a variety of
option screens, from research and politics to unit
construction and finance management. These, as
with everything else in this game, are initially quite
complex and difficult to become accustomed too.
They are, however, well laid out and easy to figure
out - it’s just the sheer vast number of options that
take some getting used to. If, however, you don’t
want to micromanage every aspect of your country
you can leave that up to the AI. Each page has an
option for normal control, or AI control, which
will choose and adjust the best option for you.
These are adjustable on-the-fly, so if you wish to
concentrate on a rather important battle and let

the AI handle the distribution of your finances then
you can easily switch it on and off. This is useful,
since the vast amount of options means you could
be required to spend more time switching and
sliding than actually commanding your troops.
All in all, this is looking to be a game that only
provides benefits if you put the effort in to learn
how it works. Just like Football Manager, anyone
could pick up the game and play it, but it isn’t until
you learn the many screens and options will you
truly feel the benefit. It’ll be enough to put a lot of
prospective players off, but the detail and depth of
this game is something else entirely. There hasn’t
been a more realistic World War Two wartime
simulator, and it is one people should look out for.

Adam Barnes.
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SECTION 8

Section 8, TimeGate’s first-person shooter,
knows how to spice up multiplayer. Instead
of just starting the battle in pre-determined
spawn points, you choose where the combat
begins. Entering the map is done by “Burning
In”, essentially free falling through the planet’s
atmosphere to a location which you select.
The combination of futuristic weaponry,
armoured vehicles and the ability to call in
reinforcements certainly doesn’t make the title
any less appealing. Section 8 also manages
to include something which too few games
have - jet packs. The ability to rain barrages
of fire down on your enemies while careering
through the sky is always a welcome addition.
Set in a series of distant colonial planets besieged
by rebellious forces, The Arm of Orion, Section
8 has a distinct sci-fi atmosphere. The name
derives from its heroes; a group of soldiers
from the 8th Armoured Division referred to
as “Section 8” as it is the US Army’s term for
anyone insane. These troops are sent into
battle with very little chance of succeeding but
they have a reputation for fearsome combat
and an impressive amount of technology.
The game’s single-player campaign is focused on
the battle between the rebels and Earth’s forces.
TimeGate is investing a lot of effort into making
this story driven and involving. In the hands-on
preview I played, the focus was on the multiplayer
and it was an enjoyable experience with a slightly
old fashioned feel. If the title’s single player mode
can capture the same mood as the frenetic and
fast-paced combat against human opponents then
it will certainly be headed in the right direction.
Combining team based co-ordination, character
customisation and vehicle combat with a distinctly
old school deathmatch leads to a good blend
which is accessible and perhaps most importantly,
fun. Each map begins by presenting you with

a tactical view of the battlefield, displaying the
key locations and areas. The main objective is
to capture control points, strategic locations
which provide a number of benefits to the
owners. These include turret stations and antiaircraft guns which will prevent the opposition
dropping straight onto key positions. Controlling
these capture points, completing sub-objectives
and killing the enemy earns you victory points.
Whoever has the most at the end is the winner.
Before the match begins, you can customise your
character by selecting weapons and a series of
skills. With your armaments you select a primary
and secondary firearm from a wide selection.
Being particularly subtle I chose an assault rifle
and a rocket launcher. The more difficult decision
came when selecting my “passive slots” a range
of abilities which help to tailor your character to
your individual play style. There are a range of
different abilities available, each of which can
be increased up to a maximum of level 4. You
are given 10 points to spend in total, so I maxed
out my armour and jet pack abilities and put
the remaining two stats into armour repair.
Next, I had to select where to enter the battle,
which proved to be a relatively difficult choice. The
map comprised two control points opposite one
another and I could see that my team were already
well on the way to securing the first. Deciding to
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play it risky I opted to drop in away from my force
and make a move into enemy territory. Falling
several thousand feet, very quickly, in first-person
is probably not for sufferers of vertigo but it
certainly gets you into the game. As I fell I could
see explosions and the tiny outlines of friend and
foe on the battlefield. Steering my character, I
landed behind an outcrop of rock and started to
use the mini-map to track down the opposition.
One of the nice features is a temporary “autoaim” function which locks your crosshair onto an
enemy’s head for a few seconds while you hammer
the trigger like a mad man. This was used to great
effect on my first opponent who was left with no
armour to protect him and was soon dispatched
with a rocket to the feet. Thankfully, this feature can
only be used infrequently and needs to regenerate
over time. After the short skirmish I was left with
some slight damage to my own bulletproof shell,
but these are repairable in game with a small
device. This proves useful if you can find some
spare time in between fights to keep yourself alive.
At this point, my teammates called in a health
dispenser and a vehicle which both dropped
from an aircraft alongside a mechanical suit
equipped with some weapons. Soon enough
an enemy called a vehicle in and a large battle
started in the centre of the map. There was a
good selection of vehicles available and the
ability to call them in anywhere, even on the

front line, looks set to keep the action intense.
Using the distraction of the larger fight, I used
my jet pack to sneakily fly my way into the
enemy control point, taking great care to avoid
their base defences. Using my rocket launcher
to get rid of an opponent guarding the point I
began to capture it and with the support of a
few teammates it wasn’t long before we were
accumulating plenty of victory points. “Dynamic
Combat Missions” are generated by a system
which encourages players to work together on
smaller goals and when completed will net the
team points. They act as a set of smaller objectives
which are created during the match depending
on what is happening in the individual game.
Section 8 is currently looking promising with
some nice new ideas, especially the ability to
drop in wherever you choose. It gives the game a
very different mentality to many other shooters
as your enemies could be anywhere on the
map. However, there are a few slight problems.
In the matches I played, one team would tend
to get a much better start than the other
leading to very one sided contests. Hopefully,
upon release, the outcome of the games won’t
be determined in the opening seconds.
The game’s visuals are looking good with some
nicely rendered planets and environments, but
the Xbox 360 version we saw doesn’t quite match
up to some other next-generation FPS titles. A lot
of Section 8’s appeal will depend on balance and
the game will have to be very finely tweaked to
keep all of its different aspects in check. With so
many variations of weapons, character abilities,
vehicles and spawn locations it is going to take a
lot to ensure that it remains enjoyable. Section 8
is certainly entertaining and with 6 months until
release later this year, there is plenty of time for
tweaking. Until then, I look forward to that jetpack.

Chris Wakefield
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THE BEATLES: ROCK BAND
The latest installment to come from MTV
and Harmonix is the hugely awaited ‘The
Beatles Rock Band’, and GameOn was at E3
to get a sneak preview of the game.
Arriving at the E3 MTV booth, GameOn was
greeted with a replica of Abbey Road, whom most
of you know is infamous with The Beatles. And after
being lead inside, we were introduced to a stage
where the developers of the game stood, about to
giving us a taster of the action. They talked about
how the creativeness and authenticity was put into
making the game; and how they had gone to great
lengths to work with Sir Paul McCartney, Ringo
Star, Yoko Ono Lennon and Olivia Harrison to make
everything seem as good as it can be. And it shows.
As the developers demonstrated how the game
looked and felt, you get a sense of the effort
that has been put into making The Beatles, the
stages and arenas they are in believable. There
is even a new lineup of controllers that have
been replicated from the original instruments
they played. Everything looks and feels like

you are stepping into those famous shoes.
But that’s not all, the developers have made
the move from having the game not only fun
to play, but fun to watch as all the controls are
hidden from the audiences view, making the
outlook present itself like a real rock band.
To explain this a little more, the original
instruments for Rock Band, and in fact Guitar
Hero, had the 5 coloured buttons that you
used to play the game, facing out so all
could see. Now the move has been made to
hide these and make the guitars seem more
realistic, the coloured buttons are just marked
at the top and bottom of the guitars.
The result is that the gamers actually look like
they are playing the guitars, this may only be a
cosmetic change but it allows the spectators to
be immersed in the game as well as the players.
The game itself is packed with 45 of The Beatles
songs, all unlocked from the start and all with
their own unique twist on the game play. For
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instance, if you played “I am the Walrus” then
you’ll be treated to a psychedelic ride that
comes straight from the 60’s. But if you played
“Here comes the Sun” from their Abbey Road
album, then they start within a recording
studio and progress out to sunny country field,
giving a more relaxed vibe to the song.
And that’s the key, every detail has been
made to immerse you into the life of The
Beatles, even the appearance of the guys
alters due to when the song was released.
They may go from clean shaven young lads
to 60’s hippies with long hair and beards.
With any Rock Band game, you can also
download all their previous release songs to
play, and this has lead to a unique feature with
this game. “All you need is love”, arguably one
of the most famous songs The Beatles ever had,
is not included with the game. It is exclusively
as a downloadable through Xbox Live with all
proceedings going to “Benefit Doctors without
Boarders” charity. This is only gong to be a
timed exclusive to Xbox Live, so will be available
to the PS3 and Wii soon after the release.
The “Love album”, which is reported to have
all the songs The Beatles have ever made, will
be released at the same time as the game.
All the songs from the album are reported
to be available for download in the future to
play with The Beatles Rock Band game, and
indeed any Rock Band game. A good move as
it will promote both album and game sales.
The game is set to be released on the Xbox360,
PS3 and Wii, on September 9, 2009. And I have
a feeling that young and old players will enjoy
this, Beatle Mania will grip the world again.

Stuart Gunn.

CAPTION COMPETION

RESULTS

Last week we put it to you to create a witty caption
for the image(s) below. We were very pleased
by the amount of responses that we got but sadly,
there can only be one winner. This months winner is:
“TMaC”

The original screenshot can be found here
among past competitions. You can still show us these
on the forum but they will not be counted into the
competition.

CAPTION COMPETITION

FALLOUT 3: POINT LOOKOUT

This months caption competition is based on the Fallout 3 expansion, Point
Lookout. To take part in this months competition simply click on the speech
bubble located next to this and edit the image in any editor!
Good Luck!

No editing tool? No problems!
Click the above link to our forums, where you can find free software to
use to have a bash at our caption competitions.

COFFEE BREAK

GAME CHARTS

Top 20 Multi- Platform Games
1. Wii Sports Resort
2. Wii Fit
3. Tiger Woods PGA Tour 10
4. Harry Potter and the Half-Blood Prince
5. Fight Night Round 4
6. Transformers: Revenge of the Fallen
7. The Sims 3
8. UFC 2009: Undisputed
9. EA Sports Active
10. Call of Juarez: Bound in Blood
11. Mario Kart Wii
12. Call of Duty 4: Modern Warfare
13. FIFA 09
14. Wii Play
15. Call of Duty: World at War
16. Mario and Sonic at the Olympic Games
17. Professor Layton and the Curious Village
18. Prototype
19. Guitar Hero: World Tour
20. Pokemon Platinum

Leisure software charts compiled by GfK Chart Track, (C)2009 ELSPA (UK) Ltd | www.elspa.co.uk

CUT OUT AND KEEP

SPARE DRUMSTICKS

Being the kind folks that we are here at GameOn, we
like to give you small items, that you can keep and use
to your hearts content. We understand that some of you
may have broken your drumsticks, whilst wailing out to
your favourite Metallica tunes. So how ever are you going
to be able to enjoy The Beatles with a pair of broken
sticks?
That’s where we step in, and give you two very exclusive
cut out and keep drumsticks. Better than that, if you
break your GameOn sticks, all you need to is print them
again and (carefully) cut them out with some scissors. (If
you need a pair of scissors, one of our previous issues also
gave you some to keep).
There’s no need to thank us... really.

COFFEE BREAK

VELVET ASSASSIN WORD SEARCH

Printer friendly version can be downloaded here

COMMUNITY

METALLICA CROSSWORD

Printer friendly version can be downloaded here

BACK ISSUES

DOWNLOAD PREVIOUS ISSUES
Missed a previous issue?
You can download them and store them
on your PC or Mac from here!
Cool or what?

SEE YOU NEXT MONTH

